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How to make a hidden door in minecraft pe

Secret doors are hidden entrances to places created by the player. They are useful for a variety of things, such as protecting values on a multiplayer server, creating an adventure map, or just for fun. Some hidden doors, such as piston doors, require a redstone opening mechanism to tell the door to open. This tutorial will try to cover the basics of several different types of hidden
doors. Note that some of these doors are well known, so don't be surprised if someone notices it right away. General Advice (edit) Hole in the Wall (edit) This is one of the simplest hidden doors because it does not require any special elements or tools. In addition, it can be completely hidden because it has a manual opening mechanism. To make the door, first find a place that is
not a likely mining location. Next, break the hole in the ground or rock the side. This hole is the entrance, the broken door locks. Don't forget to close or patch the hole, otherwise others may see it. A few tips: Be especially concerned that no one is around when entering as it can be slow to open and close. Don't forget to close the door; make a habit of closing it as soon as you
enter. A silk touch may be necessary if the entrance is made of stone or grass. It is very easy to forget the location of the secret door, so write down the coordinates of the door and write it down somewhere. The hole in the floor is almost identical to the hole in the wall, that's exactly what it sounds like. To create it, just dig a hole in the ground, add ladders to move upwards, and
build a base at the bottom. This may be tempting, but be sure not to dig straight down. The advantage of this door is that it takes up only one block of space and can be built anywhere, not just in places with walls. Tips: If a player doesn't have a silk touch and they have a grass entrance, they may want to keep the sheep around. The player can make two entries for faster access,
one drop of water at the bottom. Painting the door (editorial) Painting the door with the lock of the subject, the side view of the picture door with the lock of the subject, the view from above the picture door is one of the most famous hidden doors in Minecraft. Thus, players are more likely to check on secret passes even if they are not trying to invade or thief. To create a door, start
by digging a hole in the wall. Then replace the remote blocks with those that can hold the picture, but can also be goalized. Some of the widely used ones are: Signs, Fence Gates, Doors, and Trapdoors. Next, cover the entrance with a picture. To do this, look at the lower left corner block of the area that you want to cover and place. Please note that you may need to sit down
when placing on a door or gate fence. If the picture wrong size, break it and try again. In some cases, you may need more than one painting to hide everything. If you use a door or other unit that can feed off the redstone, you can block the lock using a lever, a button, or another opening mechanism. One of the opening mechanisms, unique to the paintings, is the use of a wooden
pressure plate. Since items can be thrown through one block of holes behind the paintings, a wooden pressure plate can be used to run the door. (edit) For secret doors involving pistons, see this first design is marked for hidden storage, but you can easily use it to hide the full base rather than edit Since the player's visibility is limited underwater, underwater entry is easier to hide.
In fact, most players won't notice a 1 block hole underwater if they're looking for something like that. Just dig one block hole from your hidden location to the water. For added security, it can be connected to the piston and the opening mechanism. One simple mechanism for underwater use of water flow is to push the item onto a wooden pressure plate. It is better to have a
separate entrance for the player and the item, so that the player cannot click on the pressure plate himself. A simpler method is to cover the input with algae and/or algae and a deformed hatch (as the green color mixes in the water well). Lava minecart entry edit Lava Minecart hidden entrance When entering the trolley, the player instantly teleports. In addition, mine trolleys can be
injected through lava. These mechanics can be used to pass through the lava flow. To build it, first, build an entrance and cover it with lava. Try to make it look like a natural lavapad. Behind the lava, place the rail and put a mine cart on it. This entrance can be a bit dangerous, especially if the player has little health. As shown in the diagram, after the player goes into the lava, they
sink to the end, fall past the signs, and into the water. This design can be extended or shrunk as needed, however it can be difficult to make it more than 2 blocks wide. To make sure your health won't work with your difficulty settings and armor, it may be a good idea to check it out for the first time with fire. Some good shelter for this: beat the house with one bucket of lava on the
floor; Natural lava pool; in the decoration of the lava pool. This door uses the fact that the wooden door when open covers the wall it is against. It works best with spruce, birch, dark oak, crimson and perverted doors, as they are impossible to see. Sometimes it works best in a small closet, but keep in mind that if done too obviously, other players may discover it. Every good secret
door has an equally large secret opening mechanism. Some doors, such as a door for painting, do not mechanism of the opening. Others, however, such as Jeb's classic door, require a redstone trigger to open. Jukebox Trigger (edit) See also: Jukebox and Redstone component It's This can be completely hidden, except for the jukebox. When a player selects and inserts the right
drive, he opens the door. When the comparator is next to the jukebox, it can produce a Redstone signal that is unique to each disc. This method essentially acts as a key or password, as the player must use the correct drive to access the door. In addition, the jukebox is usually used as a decoration rather than as a component of the redstone, resulting in a better hidden entrance.
Arrow the trigger plate using a hidden wooden pressure plate, the arrow can be fired at a predetermined location, activating the door. As the arrows despawn in 1 minute, the secret doorway can close automatically. If this 1-minute period is too long, pressure plates can be added inside the door to close it prematurely. It can be difficult to hide the pressure of the plate. Some ideas
include behind a waterfall, under a lava pool, or in a fake minefield. Another way is to place the pressure plate diagonally in the corner of the wall. When the player shoots an arrow, the pressure plate detects the arrow through the wall, thus opening the secret entrance. As above, this opening mechanism uses a fishing rod and a lava pool instead of a bow and arrow. To create it,
place a wooden pressure plate under the lava pool and connect it with the redstone dust to the secret door. To open the door, fish on a plate of pressure and try not to look noticeable. If the fishing bobber hits the plate, the plate should cause a red stone, opening the door. The advantage of this compared to using a shooter is that the door closes when you give up the bobber.
Once you get good at it, the door can be opened and closed pretty quickly. In addition, other players are unlikely to waste the strength of their fishing rods by fishing in the lava. If someone asks why you fish in lava, you can use an excuse such as I would like to see if the rods are burning, if you are fishing in the lava or I would like to see if I could catch a fish in the lava or even I
wanted to catch my pet magma cube of lava! You can't fish in the lava at 1.16 at least in the Bedrock Edition in my experience. The daytime trigger (edit) of the daylight sensor can only be used to open the door at a certain time. It works well with piston doors, such as Jeb's half-door. Since it is unlikely that you want the door to be in plain sight when opened, this may be best
combined with other mechanisms to use the daylight sensor as a lock. For example, a daylight sensor can be used to open the door behind the painting. This is when the player can open the door, however. This can cause frequent usage problems. Lectern trigger edit chair can be used to open the door when a written book with the right number of pages is placed on it and turned
to a proper page. It's like the trigger of a jukebox. Block Destruction Trigger (edit) Possible for output generated by the destruction of the block. To achieve this, place the Redstone torch on the side of the block facing from you. Then push the inverter between the block and the mechanism. When the block is destroyed, the torch will fall, the lack of input will be inverted, and the
mechanism is activated. In addition, the Observer can be used. Jesse Stay, Thomas Stay, Jacob Cordeiro Everyone loves to have a hidden lair in their Minecraft construction. Building a secret room for your own private alchemy lab or secret treasure storage can be easily done. However, before building a room, you must carefully plan the ways in which the player can identify,
enter and exit this hidden camera. Luckily for you, learning how to make a hidden door in Minecraft is easy - all you need are building blocks, sticky pistons and redstone. To build a piston door, follow these steps. Add 4 sticky pistons to each side of the door. Be sure to place the sticky pistons carefully to make sure they can open and close the secret door. To create a simple 2×2
hidden door, place the pistons as seen above. By inserting an additional 4 sticky pistons to your back, your door will now be able to move with the correct activation. Now you can move on to Step 3, which includes the use of redstone dust needed to power the opening and closing of the piston door. Think of Redstone dust as the fuel that powers your doors, essentially moving the
pistons that will actually move the door. Requires a layer of lapis and repeaters that are properly addressed to each other. In this example, we're working with a 2×2 piston door, so we'll install repeaters up to 2 ticks, which determines how far the movement will be. Think of Redstone dust as the fuel that powers your doors, essentially moving the pistons that will actually move the
door. Requires a layer of lapis and repeaters that are properly addressed to each other. In this example, we're working with a 2×2 piston door, so we'll install repeaters up to 2 ticks, which determines how far the movement will be. The lever essentially acts as a traditional doorknob. This switch allows the player to turn on the power by activating Redstone signals, thereby moving
the sticky pistons, and by opening and closing your door! The image above shows what the final trick should look like. Change the lever to the outer wall. When the lever is off, the door is open. When you activate the Redstone signal by pulling on the lever, the doors close. This design completely hides the sticky pistons, giving the wall and door a sleek finish. Many players often
create advanced hidden doors through the complex use of sticky pistons and repeaters, so that a hidden door lever can be placed in place, that is not right next to the door! The door! The door!
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